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MAY LEARNS THE HARD WAY, IF IT AINT BROKE DON'T FIX IT

In the biggest political blunder since
hung Parliament, she has in a classic
Prime Minister James Callaghan was
case of the principle, 'if it aint broke
credited with his:"Crisis, what
don't fix it', screwed up spectacularly
crisis" quote, Theresa May not only
and left the nation in peril and given
called a general election she had
the treasonous EU remainers a
promised not to call, it was also an
chance to creep out of their lairs and
election she did not need to call.
create havoc with the democratic
Despite being a very feeble
will of the people regarding Brexit.
remain campaigner in the June 2016
In what must have been the
EU referendum, she took on the Tory
strangest elections for many years,
leadership and became our Prime
for some reason many UKIP voters
Minister with the promise that
deserted the UK's only anti-EU party
Theresa
May:
turned
a
poll
"Brexit means Brexit". She inherited
and insanely gave their mandate to
lead to disaster.
from David Cameron a slim but
Comrade Cobyn's far left Labour
working majority and more than
Party. It was obvious Mrs May
enough time to see the Brexit negations through
thought she could destroy UKIP by taking its vote.
with twelve months to spare - she did not need to
UKIP was doomed to see its vote down
call an early election.
from the 2015 high of nearly four million votes
Sadly, she has put the EU referendum
due to having fewer candidates. Sadly the UKIP
Leave vote, made by the majority, at risk. Theresa
vote was down everywhere it had candidates. It
May has done everything wrong from the moment
will now need to regroup.
she became the Tory leader. The first thing she
should have done was to initiate Article 50 within
days of becoming PM, by delaying she gave the
IF YOU BELIEVE IN FREEDOM JOIN THE
pro-EU anti-democrats the chance to come
FREEDOM ASSOCIATION
creeping out of the woodwork and start to create
Membership (cost £30 per annum)
problems, as we saw with Gina Millar who took a
Contact: The Freedom Association,
case to law calling for Parliament to have a say on
Richwood House, 1 Trinity School Lane,
the deal May negotiates with the EU. It's a pity
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL52 2JL.
hypocrites such as Gina Millar were not bothered
about Parliament and many Governments being
Tel: 01242 235333
overruled and powerless under EU domination.
WEB-SITE: www.tfa.net
Mrs May is holding on with a reduced
E-MAIL: mail@tfa.net
majority and is now running the country with a
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PROMISING THE YOUTH UNMANAGEABLE DEBT
BY DEREK BENNETT
One of things you have to go through as
accounting works is their books are
a hopeful Parliamentary candidate is to
balanced as long as they can maintain
not only study your own party
the massive interest payments on the
manifesto so you know it backwards,
debt. Working on this principle they
but also be well prepared before
can calculate the interest on the debt
attending any hustings meetings. With
and then, if they borrow even more, as
June 2017 being my sixth general
long as their calculations work out they
election and the fifth time as at the
can afford to pay the increased interest
UKIP Parliamentary candidate in
charges then to them the books balance
Walsall South, I know from experience
and they can spend money like its going
to be ready for some pretty strange
out of business. Sadly, they are sending
questions from the voters who like to do
the nation out of business instead with
their best to catch out their candidates at
the increased debt they are creating.
Derek Bennett: Corbyn's
these public events.
The irony of this was Jeremy
debt deceit.
With that in mind, before
Corbyn, the Labour leaders promise to
attending my first hustings event in the
the younger voters, to hypocritically
local church hall, I spent some time Googling all
scrap the very tuition fees his Labour Party
sorts of things, one of which was the total UK debt.
introduced in the first place. Sadly, they fell for it
When I saw the figure given it looked quite
hook line and sinker. Quoting George Eaton of the
innocuous nestled away on the computer screen,
New Statesman, he wrote that Corbyn had
£1.73 trillion. It takes up so little space amongst a
promised: "a £500bn investment fund, a million
jumble of words. However, when you begin to
new homes (including half a million council
imagine that figure in £20 notes or a pile of gold,
houses), universal childcare, the renationalisation
the room it would take is enormous - the sum itself
of the railways and more publicly-controlled bus
is frighteningly high and at no time during the
services. But when asked how he would fund
recent election do I remember any of our leading
this largesse, the Labour leader was strikingly
politicians saying a word about it.
vague."
As always they told us how much we
What Corbyn was guilty of was outright
were to be taxed, or not, depending which party
deceit, he was betraying the very young he was
leaders you listen to. They promised money for
promising to protect, in reality he was setting out to
this, spending on that and improvements at
wreck their future. Those now aged 16 to 30, the
considerable cost on a whole range of things, but
age group most attracted to Jeremy Corbyn's
none warned about the debt, they just told us their
promises and as the leader of this nation, will be
manifesto plans were fully costed.
those who will inherit the unmanageable debt that
It seems to me the way balancing the
would be the legacy of his policies that so attracted
books work in political circles is very different to
them today.
doing accounts in the business world. Although
As the youth of today mature and begin
some businesses have no choice but to live on
to live in the real world, holding down jobs, getting
borrowed money, they all know the less borrowed
married or making commitments to partners, trying
the better as any profits made can be reinvested in
to buy or rent homes, saving and putting by for
the business to make it more efficient resulting in
their holidays and pensions, the debt they are
more profits. However, accounting in the political
doomed to inherit, which will have been created by
world is something else.
a then a long gone and forgotten Labour leader,
All politicians know what the national
will possibly be so out of control the country will
debt is, but unlike any sound business practise
be broke and falling apart. That is Corbyn's real
getting it down to manageable levels does not
legacy to the youth - unmanageable debt. What
matter, it's not their debt, it belongs to the
will be the monster that today's £1.73 trillion will
taxpayers, why should they worry about it, nor do
have grown into by the time the youth of today will
they want to warn the electorate of it either - so
be living in fear for the future of their youth of
better not to make it an issue. The way their
tomorrow?
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A WAKE UP CALL
BY JOHN PETLEY
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In June’s General Election, a majority of young people
bring back the classic tax-and-spend and planned
voted for the Labour Party. It is hard to prove this
economy of Socialism, are also very much in tune with
statistically as votes are not analysed by age group, but
Cultural Marxism. The thought of such a man seizing
we only have to look at our university towns, which are
power is truly worrying for anyone who values our
increasingly Labour strongholds, for evidence. This
historic liberties – regardless of his lukewarmness
June, Canterbury, which boasts both the University of
towards the EU. But 40% of the electorate and a still
Kent and Christ Church University, turned Labour for
higher proportion of young people voted for him on
the first time since the constituency was created in
June 8th. This is the hard fact, even though many of
1918.
them would not have realised what a Labour victory
From the Brexit point of view, Corbyn’s
would mean. After all, many university graduates voted
strong showing – and thus likely survival as Labour
Labour over one issue - the party’s promise to abolish
leader for the time being - is good news inasmuch as he
university tuition fees. Many of them would have had
is at best lukewarm about
no idea of the link between
the EU. On the other hand,
socialism and tyranny
When I was the same age as Corbyn’s young because of the way history
those young people who
turned out in large admirers, the Labour Party contained a is taught these days and
numbers to support him solid bloc both of MPs and members whose even fewer realise that it
are far more Europhile roots lay more in Methodism than would have been their
than their new hero, and
generation which would
Marxism.
what is more, the many
ultimately have to spend
areas where they do agree
the rest of their lives
with him are a cause of great concern. They revolve
footing the bill if Corbyn’s la-la-land spending policy
around an ideology which, if it was ever implemented
had ever been implemented.
by a future Labour government, would take us out of
Some, we hope, will become wiser on
the frying pan into the fire. The uncomfortable reality
getting a job. After all, Winston Churchill once said,
of how close Mr Corbyn came to No. 10 should act as
“If a man is not a socialist by the time he is 20, he has
a wake-up call to those of us who voted for Brexit
no heart. If he is not a conservative by the time he is
because we value our freedom.
40, he has no brain.” However, such has been the
When I was the same age as Corbyn’s
infiltration of these toxic ideas into our schools that
young admirers, the Labour Party contained a solid
something drastic will be required to rescue our young
bloc both of MPs and members whose roots lay more
people from the consequences of the indoctrination
in Methodism than Marxism. A pro-soviet socialist
they have suffered. Furthermore, Corbyn’s supporters
element could be found, but it was widely mistrusted
are not just confined to the young or inhabitants of our
both inside and outside the Parliamentary party. The
“vibrant” cities. Evidence even from the pleasant rural
collapse of the USSR may have been a blessing for the
neighbourhood where I live points to all too many
inhabitants of Eastern Europe, but it allowed
people with “no brain”, even though they themselves
something equally odious to creep in almost unnoticed
would be badly affected. One study forwarded to me
– the so-called “Cultural Marxism” of the Frankfurt
recently suggests that Labour’s proposed land value tax
School. This influential group of Marxist academics
would have resulted in everyone around here being
came together in the 1920s to analyse why the 1917
asked to cough up at least £5,000 per year in Council
Russian revolution failed to spread round the world.
Tax, including my Labour-supporting neighbours.
They decided that the principal obstacle was Western
Can anything be done to save us from this
society, with its Christian foundation. By the 1960s,
situation? It is very worrying that we are turning out
they had drawn up their battle plan to conquer it,
young people unfit to run a cockle stall, let alone the
described by one of their young acolytes, Rudi
country. What happens when government will fall into
Dutschke as “the long march through the institutions”
the hands of “Generation Snowflake” with their “safe
– subverting society by a gradual take-over of the
spaces”, no-platforming and propensity to go into
professions, including educational establishments. The
meltdown whenever their IPad malfunctions? It would
Blair government may have taken Labour away from
be a gross generalisation to portray all young people the planned economy beloved of classic socialists but
or even all young Corbyn supporters – in these broad
instead brought political correctness, a typical weapon
terms, but the pathetic pro-EU student demonstrations
from the Frankfurt School’s armoury, out from the
we saw after the referendum vote a year ago points to
fringes of so-called “loony left” councils to the
there being all too many of them.
mainstream.
What is more, things are getting even worse
Corbyn and his associates, while seeking to
Continued on page 4.............
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A wake up call continued:
manifests them today. Try engaging with the PC
in our schools. We are now seeing primary schools
zealots on the internet and you will know what I mean.
introducing gender-neutral uniforms or even allowing
The left has hijacked the high moral ground and
five-year-olds to decide whether they want to be boys
regards it as its own exclusive property. Anyone who
or girls. What will happen when these confused young
challenges its nostrums must be attacked and if open
children turn into adults?
abuse fails to change their minds, they must be visited
One thing is clear:- these developments
by the boys in blue and sent on an equality and
have only reached such alarming levels because of
diversity course.
either cowardice or complacency - or perhaps both Naturally, a generation brought up to
within the Conservative Party. Even UKIP has been
believe they are citizens of a country with a loathsome
contaminated, with Suzanne Evans describing herself
past are not going to believe it has the resilience and
on her personal website as
resourcefulness to survive
“Deputy Chair”. Sorry,
as a self-confident selfSuzanne, but in my books, The only way to take on this poisonous governing nation, hence
a chair, whether deputy or ideology is to tackle it head on, find its the Europhilia of so many
not, is something you sit weak spot and assault it on every front.
young people. Patriotism
on.
is anathema. Let us not
The only way to
think that Corbyn’s lack of
take on this poisonous ideology is to tackle it head on,
enthusiasm for the EU somehow makes him a patriot.
find its weak spot and assault it on every front. This
His refusal to sing the National Anthem and his longgeneral election offers yet further proof that no other
standing close links with the IRA are sufficient
tactic works. You can’t win battles by offering a diluted
evidence to refute any such notion.
version of your opponent’s ideology. The 1950s-style
Christianity, in particular, is to be loathed
interventionism of the Conservative Party’s latest
although for some strange reason, not Islam - even in
manifesto not only failed to compete with Corbyn’s
its most extreme forms. When the left-wing polemical
1970’s-style socialist revivalism but did little to
atheist Christopher Hitchens began to attack Islam, he
enthuse the party’s natural supporters. Mrs May’s team
faced strong criticism from others on the political left.
made a mistake in trying to tack left that nearly proved
Hichens’ great sin was being consistent with his
fatal.
atheism, but in so doing, he broke a foundational
So what is the weak spot? It boils down to
principle of the Frankfurt School - the need for
one word which permeates everything in the Corbynite
toleration of minorities, even if some of these
Left’s thinking - loathing. Given the Frankfurt School’s
minorities treat women badly or commit terrorist acts.
mission was to subvert Western society, they must have
This redefinition of tolerance pressurises any majority,
realised that a contended, culturally cohesive
especially if it holds strong principles, to loathe itself
prosperous nation was never going to show much
for its alleged blinkered, prejudiced attitudes.
enthusiasm for their project. In a country like ours in
And of course, self-loathing is encouraged
particular, this therefore called for extreme measures.
in other ways. What is the desire for a sex change but
We must be taught to loathe ourselves and our historic
self-loathing? It is unsurprising that, according to the
values. Chris McGovern, the Chairman of the
World Health Organisation, suicides have increased by
Campaign for Real Education, has written extensively
60% in the last 45 years. In the UK, far more men than
on how the school history syllabus has been radically
women commit suicide. In a world of strident
amended with this end in view. Children are taught all
feminism (another Frankfurt School creation), men
about our role in the slave trade but not about our
should loathe themselves, well, just for being men.
subsequent efforts to stamp it out. Our country’s great
Is there anyone who can step into the
heroes like Winston Churchill are airbrushed out of
breach? Thankfully there is. The discussions between
history. In 1995, to mark the 50th anniversary of V-E
the Tories and the Democratic Unionist Party has put
Day, the Department for Education sent a teaching
the spotlight on a party about which many may have
video about World War 2 to every school in the
previously known very little, due to a tendency to shy
country. The primary school version lasted 34 minutes
away from the complexities of Northern Ireland’s
but allocated only 14 seconds to Churchill, stating only
politics. While the political left is spitting blood at the
that, “People thought he helped the war end in Britain.”
prospect of any deal which will bring them into the
The video did emphasise, though, “It was quite sexist
government, here are a group of politicians who have
in the war.”
refused to play their silly games. Self-confident and
And this leads onto another form of
patriotic, opponents of abortion and gay marriage, the
loathing – towards all those traits not in conformity
DUP is like a breath of fresh air in the confusing
with political correctness. The loathing is displayed in
political atmosphere of Westminster at the moment. It
a particularly venomous form towards anyone who
Continued on page 5................
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A wake up call continued:
stands up for our armed forces, supports grammar
schools and proclaims patriotism, individual freedom,
law and order. When assaulted by the PC brigade, it
stands firm. Although not above controversy and the
occasional scandal, it has conveyed a far greater
impression of responsibility and integrity than any UK
mainland-based party in recent years.
In recent conversation, I have heard more
than one wistful comment to the effect that, “If the
DUP were to put up a candidate here, they would get
my vote.” There is a lesson here for all of us. A
totalitarian ideology based on loathing can be
conquered by people of integrity and conviction who
offer an optimistic future.
After one of her resounding election
victories, Mrs Thatcher expressed a hope that Labour
may never again win power in this country. Some
were hoping for a similar result when Mrs May called
this snap election. It didn’t come anywhere near
happening, but could yet come to pass if enough
people wake up and recognise that the big gap in UK
politics is not in the mythical “centre ground”, but for
a party of freedom and enterprise; a party proud of our
country and its great history; a party prepared to
expose the lunacy of the left, take its assaults on the
chin and battle on until our young people are
reclaimed from the Corbynite abyss. Will the Tories
finally pick up the long-discarded mantle of Margaret
Thatcher? Could UKIP arise from the ashes? Should
the DUP step in and field candidates in mainland UK
constituencies? Time only will tell, but the full
benefits of Brexit will be lost unless there emerges a
party unequivocally committed to replacing the
politics of loathing with sanity, hope and pride in our
country, its historical values and institutions.
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